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L.K: To write a set of instructions  

Mr Crowe loves tea and drinks a lot of it (probably too 

much…). Mrs Northall is the same and she probably drinks 

even more than Mr Crowe. Therefore, we both believe that there is a specific way to make a 

cup of tea and that every other way is very wrong. For me, my perfect tea is: 

1) Firstly, find and get my 

favourite cactus mug.  

2) Secondly, fill the kettle 

with water and wait until 

it has boiled.  

3) Next you should add a 

teabag to the mug along 

with one teaspoonful of 

sugar. 

4) Then add boiling water 

until the mug is just about 

three quarters full.  

5) Stir the mixture until the 

water goes a dark brown. 

6) Then leave the mix to 

brew for 2 minutes.  

7) Add milk until the tea is a medium brown colour.  

8) Leave the tea bag in (controversial I know!). 

9) Finally, drink.  

Now my tea tastes are very specific to me and you may have different tastes or may not 

even like tea. I would like you to write your own instructions for making something that you 

do really like. This means that you will be very specific with how you like it to be! Have a 

look at the words I have used at the start of my sentences. These are called imperative verbs 

(you may know them as “bossy verbs”) and give instructions a clear order. Make sure you 

use these in your work along with all of the correct punctuation.  

After you are finished, you can turn your work into a poster if you wish and make it as 

colourful and engaging as you would like it to be. 

Good luck and I hope to see some brilliant work! 

Mr Crowe 

If you want to get feedback/show 

off your work, send it to 

WDV.Year4@oasiswoodview.org  
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